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As legal professionals, we are all part of a community of practice. Staying
connected in this community is essential to group collaboration, product
durability, and shared understanding throughout the Corps.

STAY CONNECTED

In the close knife fight of our everyday lives, it can be difficult to find time
to connect with the greater Corps. Sites like Milsuite, Lifelong Learning,
and JAGCNet are force multipliers, but only if you use them.
To that end, we are introducing the JAG Connector-a bi-weekly email
newsletter that will reach all JALS personnel in the field. JAG Connector
will provide you with a snapshot of some of the newest content available on
our JAG Corps sites. Additionally, the right side of the JAG Connector
provides clickable links for many of our online resources.

JAGCNet

Though JAG Connector is not a substitute for checking in to our resources
from time-to-time, it is a helpful tool for battling "information fatigue."
JAGConnect

We hope you enjoy this resource and find it useful.

Do you have a good-news story to share with the JAG Corps?
Email the JAG Corps Strategic Initiatives Office (SIO Team) with the following:

JAG U

TJAGLCS

JAG Corps Facebook

Ambassador for Life

What’s the latest?
JAGConnect
 Criminal Law
Did you know there is a new 2018 Criminal Law Deskbook? Check it
out here.
 Leadership, Management, & Training
Are you ready for the Army Combat Fitness Test? Download the ACFT
Handbook here to help get yourself, and your Soldiers, ready for this
change.

JAGC Virtual Suggestion Box

Email the JAGC SIO Team

“Shared Knowledge is Power”
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TJAGLCS Public
 The Army Lawyer
Have you seen the new, and improved, Army Lawyer? Check it out at the TJAGLCS Publications website.
 Lifelong Learning
Have you checked out the JAG Corps Lifelong Learning website lately? Now with an even more user
friendly redesign to professional development, the platform includes a robust search function, a page
dedicated to Future Warfare, and a "Below the Fold" section that highlights important news items that you
might have missed. Click here!
JAG Corps Facebook Page
 See what’s happening around the Corps
Are you following the U.S. Army JAG Corps on Facebook? Make sure to like and follow the page here, and
don’t forget to email your good news stories to share as well!
JAG Corps Ambassador for Life
 Transitioning out of active duty or the JAG Corps
Are you transitioning off of active duty? Are you leaving the JAG Corps? Stay up-to-date on events
throughout the Corps’ by clicking here.
 JAG Corps Transitions Group
The JAG Corps Transitions Course is happening on 8 November 2018 at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. Are you
looking for a job after your transition? Join the JAG Corps Ambassador for Life Transitions Group to see
job postings, and watch the JAG Corps Transitions Course live on Facebook.
JAGC Virtual Suggestion Box


Do you have a suggestion for an improvement within our Corps? Submit it to the JAG Corps Virtual
Suggestion Box, and help be a driving force for change.
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